Mobile device administration: iPad, Android
Tablets are being an integral part of our lives. It is estimated that in Poland there will be over 1
million new tablets in the market, compared to 100 thousand in the year 2011 we see how fast
market penetration is and how we must adapt to tablets and smartphones in the workplace and at
home, these are both devices where work documents and information ends up being stored.
These devices are much more prone to be lost or stolen- along with sensitive company data.
Out of the box these devices are not protected with passwords or by any other means, yet they
are much more prone to theft and even succeptible to viruses. The loss of a smartphone with
business e-mails, or a tablet with sensative data, is much more common than losing a laptop yet
they all contain the same senstitive data.
This is why one of the services we offer our clients is Mobile device managment (MDM). We offer
solutions for small groups (up to 10 devices) and large groups of even thousands of devices.
We plan and execute the software implementation: speedy configuration of new devices, updating
current devices, and enforcing secuirty policies and mobile access to company resources. Included is
the feature of remote locking or data wiping in case of loss or theft.
Our systems manage your corporate applications- including remote installation and security
updates .
We provide multi-point security services for your company mail and document storage on
mobile devices, we prevent data leaks and provide encryption of your sensative data.
Mobile devices provide your workplace and employees with increased connectivity , we
ensure that they are simple to use and secure. Our solutions are for iOS and Android
devices.
Using our e-mail any.cloud connect allows keeping backup copies of mail sent from mobile devices.
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